
Dogs of War(cry)

E
The city of Excelsis smells of charred buildings, blood, and opportunity. You forge your own
path and it led you here. But why are you here? Are you here to pluck this corpse of its treasures
and increase your power? Or were you hired to come to Excelsis to retrieve a relic for someone
else? Whatever the reason, you are sure you’ll find something useful!

Quest E: Treasure Hunting
Your warband heard of Excelsis and how it was being sieged.  You waited until the city had been
destroyed and mostly emptied.  Now it is the perfect time to sneak in and avoid the watchful
eyes in the city!  Treasures are littered everywhere and you just need to search the ruins for
clues to something which will grant you great power.  But you aren't the only warband
crawling amongst the buildings, prepare for attack!

Play Mission 1

Hidden Agenda - A Good Clue

You complete this Hidden Agenda if at least one of your models has a treasure token at the
end of the game.

Quest E Outcome
The enemy was clearly looking for something too, but you were able to find some information
and escape before your battle drew the attention of anything else. When your warband finally
finds a safe place to rest, you gather the pieces of information you found and try to figure out if
you have a good lead. Some troop orders point towards an armory, where soldiers retrieved
their armor and weapons. Another slate you found mentions that the war mages had a staging
tower from which they coordinated attacks.

Choose one of the paths below:

Look for the Armory (E1) Look for the Wizard’s Tower (E2)
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E1
Quest E1 -Shopping at the Armory
Fortunately for you, the city has been planned decently in this quarter of the city and the main
road seems to take you towards your objective. The bad news is that it seems to be
well-traveled by many other creatures and warbands. Finally, you reach the Armory
undetected and notice that the building is damaged and the doorway is blocked with rubble.
The area is littered with debris, so you suspect you can find something to remove the rubble. As
you begin to look for something useful, a warband comes out of the ruined buildings across the
street, intent on benefiting on the fruits of your labors - stand your ground!

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Hold the Center

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if one or more friendly fighters are
within 6” horizontally of the center of the battlefield and you are not outnumbered by enemy
fighters within 6” horizontally of the center.

Quest E1 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - Tactician: Add 1 to the value of abilities used by this fighter (to a
maximum of 6).

You are able to fend your foe o� or lure them away from your goal. Now you can proceed where
you left o�!  You find some broken spear shafts and you and your warband are able to leverage
the doorway clear. The loud noise caused by the crashing door and rubble worries you a bit, but
after the silence continues, you feel it is safe to move on. You enter a large antechamber and
can see equipment, armor, and weapons scattered around the room. Past a barracks, you see a
larger room ahead, which seems to have various forging and smelting equipment and armor
stands.. However, a sign indicates that weapons were stored on the floor above. 

Choose one of the paths below:

Search the forge room (E1.1) Search the weapons room (E1.2)
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E1.1
Quest E1.1 - Forged in Blood
You decide to enter the forge chamber and examine the various armor stands and bundles of
equipment. Your warband spreads out looking for loot, replacing damaged pieces of armor and
picking up any useful tools.  As you near the forge you see a fallen smith, which seems to be
holding onto some very shiny armor. Before you are able to investigate further, laughter
sounds behind you and you see another warband has followed you into the building. Before you
are able to claim your prize, you must fend o� these rivals and punish them for interfering! 

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - First Strike

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest E1.1 Outcome
With the scavengers gone, you can finally examine the armor you saw and it seems to be an
exquisitely crafted pauldron, lying in a puddle of its creator’s blood. The incomplete duaradin
runes inscribed along the edge seem to glow with some inner light, as if its creator imbued it
with power upon its death.   

Claim the Pauldron of Vitality Legendary Artifact!
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E1.2
Quest E1.2 - A Worthy Blade
While getting new armor is enticing, you know people like to wage war with magic weapons
and you are hoping you will find something unusual!  Your warband makes their way up the
broad stairs and you reach a large hall, filled with corpses and weapon racks. It seems the roof
collapsed on many of the soldiers as they attempted to outfit themselves, but some were killed
fighting the enemy which had come from above.  You and your warband spread out to cover
ground and you stop as you hear noise ahead. A rival warband has dropped in from the holes
above and now seeks to steal your plunder!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Overrun

You complete this Hidden Agenda at the end of a battle round if you have one or more
fighters wholly within each quarter of the battlefield. 

Quest E1.2 Outcome
You drive your foe back with ferocity and eventually they scatter, clearly underestimating your
determination to remain in this place. Now you and your warriors can continue to plunder this
place! As you move more rubble, you discover a hidden body, crushed by the ceiling.  This
soldier was clearly a leader, as indicated by the armor and equipment. And fortunately for you,
he is still grasping a very nice weapon!  

Claim the Biting Blade Legendary Artifact!
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Quest E2 - Wizardly Matters
Part of you wonders if it is wise to go seeking a wizard’s tower, but you did come to the city to
find something powerful! In the distance, you see the towering structure of Mallus and the
various towers floating around it…..you really hope you don’t have to travel to one of those. You
finally make your way to a plaza torn apart by war. It seems there are a variety of shops around
the plaza, including what seems to be a shop advertising rare and wondrous artifacts. As you
start to cross the plaza, another warband rushes from the ruined buildings to your left,
weapons glinting!  Keep them from getting to your plunder!  

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Purge

Secretly note down one of the quarters of the battlefield: north-east, north-west,
south-east, or south-west. At the end of the fourth battle round, you complete this Hidden
Agenda if you have more friendly fighters in that quarter than enemy fighters.

Quest E2 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - Lust for Gold: If this fighter is included in your warband, you can
make 1 additional search roll on a lesser artifacts table during the aftermath sequence of the
battle.

With the enemy gone, you are able to get a better look around. The aftermath of the siege is
still evident here, though most of the bodies have been removed, or eaten. Your warband gets
some provisions from one of the shops and you see a tall white tower a bit o� the plaza, which
seems to be the one indicated on the slate you found.  Now, you have two good places to
explore, but not enough time to search them both. 

Choose one of the paths below:

Explore the shop of wondrous artifacts (E2.1) Continue to the Wizard’s Tower (E2.2)
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Quest E2.1 - Emporium of Wondrous Goods
You figure exploring the shop will be easier and likely less dangerous. While it may have been
looted, it definitely shouldn’t have any stray wizards or magic traps!  Your warband enters the
building and discover that it is a large in-door warehouse of sorts!  Much bigger than you had
originally thought and you are more hopeful that you can find something worthwhile! 
Unfortunately, you see another group of looters ahead and give the battle cry to attack!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Overrun

You complete this Hidden Agenda at the end of a battle round if you have one or more
fighters wholly within each quarter of the battlefield. 

Quest E2.1 Outcome
Your battle leaves you and your warband in another part of the building you had not seen yet.
As you search the room, you discover a wide variety of unique looking tools and machinery. 
While you have no idea what most of them do, you do discover a very useful item which will
help you get out of tough spots, or into them! 

Claim the Ascension Apparatus Legendary Artifact!
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Quest E2.2 - Tower of Magic
You and your warband discreetly cross the plaza and head towards the tower. The tower looms
tall over you and looks relatively intact, which doesn’t bode well. As you get closer to the tower,
you see some rocks you can climb to get into a window, but before you can begin your ascent,
another warband struts down the street, yelling for battle!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - First Strike

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest E2.2 Outcome
 Once the battle dies down and the other warband has departed, you are able to climb the
nearby rocks and make your way to a window.  You and your warband drop into a lavish
anteroom filled with books and chairs.  You notice two doors leading further into the tower, but
they have runes of magic glowing on them with menacing light.  You decide that it is best to
simply take the silver mask sitting on display on the shelves and make your escape! 
Fortunately for you, the silver mask is quite a prize!

Claim the Bejeweled Facade Legendary Artifact!


